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About BCCIC
The British Columbia Council for International Cooperation (BCCIC) is a
coalition that engages in and is committed to achieving sustainable
global development in a peaceful and healthy environment, with social
justice, human dignity, and participation for all.
We provide our members and others in BC with networking, information
sharing and learning opportunities that: (1) facilitate cooperation and
help achieve global development goals; (2) increase public awareness of,
and support for, global development.
BCCIC also represents members’ interests with government and other
development stakeholders. To that end, BCCIC is member of a several
networks and coalitions, including Cooperation Canada, and the
InterCouncil Network. BCCIC further develops special relationships with
networks representing marginalised populations or focusing on issues
such as climate justice, education for governance, sustainable
development, peace, as the context calls for.
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The COVID-19 Context
In the fall of 2020, we realized that COVID-19 would be sticking around and continuing
to affect the way BCCIC worked. Restrictions continued and our strong virtual presence
in 2020 continued with new online events, delegations, and member meetings. BCCIC
took the resilience and innovation from the onset of the pandemic and used this to
fuel changes and innovative programming and operations.
Although COVID-19 continues to challenge BCCIC’s network as a whole, everyone in
the network has overcome challenges. There were many moments of being able to
bring members together in members meetings, groundtruth series, roundtables and
virtual delegations to international forums. There was also increased opportunity for
members to participate in research, public engagement and policy recommendations.
Here at BCCIC, the staff made it through multiple busy seasons throughout the
pandemic. The pandemic has caused us to reflect on long-term programmatic matters
like travel while also creating time for a pause and reflecting on our values as a
network. This year planning for the next strategic plan started and there is no doubt
that the impact of COVID-19 is reflected in our future strategic goals.
We will share this sentiment from our last annual report that still rings true: In the face
of the pandemic, communities, organizations and individuals saw an opportunity to make
something better. Both locally and globally, people recognized that in this chaotic time we
are stronger together. Recovery and resilience must be global projects. People took it upon
themselves to create short-term solutions to address immediate crises and to plan
continuous work towards long-term visions of a sustainable world. We are now in the
portion of this excerpt where we are working on BCCIC’s long-term vision of a
sustainable world.
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A Word from the Directors
Lynn Thornton & Mari Otomo
Co-chairs, BCCIC Board of Directors
It is our privilege today to be writing this message from the beautiful unceded traditional territories of the
Musqueam, Tsleil-Waututh, Squamish, WS’ANEC’ and Lekwungen Peoples. We are grateful to the Indigenous
People of these lands for their careful stewardship of these magnificent and diverse territories over
centuries, and for the opportunity, as uninvited settlers, to live, work, and play on them. On behalf of the
members of BCCIC, we would like to begin by thanking our fellow board members, staff and volunteers at
BCCIC for their hard work, ideas, resilience and enthusiasm throughout the year.
2021 has been a challenging year. We have seen the impact of climate change devastate communities
around the world, including our own communities in BC. We have continued to see those who have
contributed the least to climate change, disproportionately suffer from its impacts. Indigenous people the
world over continue to struggle against the impact of colonization. We have been challenged to examine the
actions that we are taking to decolonize our own organisations, the sector, and the spaces that we operate
in. Challenged to ensure that those whose voices are silenced, those who have historically been excluded
from leadership within our sector – women, girls, gender diverse and LGBTQI2+ people, and those who
bring different abilities, and sources of knowledge – have a seat at decision making tables.
COVID-19 has continued to impact us all, as individuals, as family members, and as members of our local
and global communities. As organisations, we have been stretched to reimagine our programmes, to
engage virtually with our overseas partners and their communities, and to fast track the development of
virtual activities, events and resources. However, new ways of working have also brought unique
opportunities. Virtual spaces have allowed us to reach further, to increase the accessibility of our work, and
to include and raise diverse voices. Across the world we are witnessing communities of people standing up
for what they believe in. Young people have continued to show up for international development and social
justice, taking part in virtual programmes, organising climate strikes, and using virtual platforms to raise
their voices. Fairy Creek is set to become the largest piece of civil disobedience in Canada’s history, with
Indigenous youth leading an unshakeable movement to save British Columbia’s disappearing old-growth
forests in the relentless face of climate change. Networks such as ours that provide spaces for questioning,
learning, and for reflection on what we want our collective futures to look like, that fill the need for
community, that serve to hold up the more vulnerable in our communities, and that build our collective
capacity for action, have never been more important.
We will end this message by sharing our pride in this network of dedicated, compassionate, and resourceful
organisations and individuals, and our sense of hope that together we can meet the difficult challenges
ahead.
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A Word from the Directors
Anne-Catherine Bajard,
Interim Executive Director

Hello everyone. So glad to have the opportunity to share some thoughts at the time of
this annual report. It’s been a year of incredible activity by a staff team that saw several
moments of change, so I would first want to acknowledge that. Dan and Sara left in the
course of the year, and have each given great energy to BCCIC’s work. I have heard
references to that in our conversations, both individual and group, with the members.
And of course, these moments of internal change have meant that Zosa and Laurel,
together with Rowen until she left us for an exciting opportunity in the UK, picked up the
work and led it forward, supported by the Co-Chairs. A great example of teamwork and
collaboration. Then Mary dove into the team as Program Director in June, adding value,
vision and solid planning skills to our work. In last minute news, we are pleased to
welcome a new Communications Lead, who will join the team in mid-November.
Congratulations to the team and Board. What a year to achieve such significant results in
public engagement, advocacy, capacity building and youth engagement in global policy
forums, among others!
One remarkable experience I’ve had at BCCIC is the way members have shown their
involvement in BCCIC this year. I’ve been on the Board in past years, a member in more
recent years, and it is now, from ‘inside’, that I see how members not only participate in
workshops or seminars, but also share and contribute their vision and their capacity to
this network. Some have participated in recruitment. Others, in Board committees,
moving policies forward. Some are taking on roles for BCCIC in networks with which we
need to ally for a better understanding and stronger action, for example on climate
justice. Many volunteered as facilitators for our conversations or events. Overall, I have
heard countless members propose increased sharing of their experience and capacity
with each other. What strength there is, moving forward!
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A Note on Strategic Planning
Strategizing: Let’s not go back to normal
Our context… where do we go from here? And who
drives the agenda?
Even from our place of relative privilege, British Columbians
agree that it’s been a tough couple of years. And it’s not
over yet. But the time right now is a time of opportunity. A
time of opportunity to change the system. The systems
that are affecting our climate, for one, but also and that is
really our role and purpose, to change or try to affect the
inequalities that exist in this world. The time to reconcile
and repair within Canada, but also to build on, recognize
and learn with Indigenous movements’ strengths across the
world, with women’s rights movements in other regions of
the world, and together raise our voices globally.
It is a time to recognize that our focus on diversity is with
the lenses we wear based on our context, a time to start
understanding our partners’ lenses, so that we grow
together. As we seek to decolonise ourselves, for example,
let’s check out Bolivia’s plurinational Constitution,
developed by and with the Indigenous community leaders.
Thirty-seven languages are recognized: 36 from the
Indigenous peoples, and Spanish as the unifying one. Could
we learn from them, even learn from failures along the
way? That said with a wink to those BCCIC members who
have expressed interest in sharing failed experiences rather
than just their successful ones.
Where we all agree on being anti-racist, let us hear, listen,
and support those populations for whom the angle or lens
is that of power relations that may be related to other
social or historic factors, such as ethnic origin rather than
the concept of visible minority. As we increasingly focus in
Canada on working with men and boys on gender equity,
let us recognize those movements in countries of the global
South that have implemented such strategies for decades.
Then there are social economy networks that Canadians
are involved in internationally, where learning – learned
lessons, good practices, as we say in our sector – has been
mutual or reciprocal for many years. We ally with these
movements and communities or will ally with them, we find
our role, the specific value we bring into these movements
or draw from them. Where our members work with those
persons who are most … not vulnerable, but rather most
targeted or marginalized, we will look beyond our borders,
to understand that the learning doesn’t come from the
North, never from one place, but from solidarity.
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If I had to say all this in one sentence, it might be: it is time
now to really focus on cooperation across sectors, borders,
geographies, cultures. But why say it now? We are after all
the BC Council for “International” “Cooperation”, so we know
that well, right? First of all, restating our purpose doesn’t
hurt. But following that, the serious questions we pose
ourselves today and in the upcoming strategic framework is
the “how”, “with whom”, “whose voice”, “whose
knowledge”, and most of all a constant look at “who drives
the agenda”.
For that, a point of departure is that we recognize the issues
that are global and that affect all of us, even with all our
differences, across this little planet. We can each work
towards those global goals from our local perspectives or…
we could share voices from local experiences across the
world so that our proposals at the global level are not based
solely on our own context, needs and strategies:
International cooperation towards global goals. Diverse
and shared perspectives. BCCIC’s members give it its special
flavour, its niche, its unique value: we have the capacity to
hear the voices, aspirations, strategies and questions of
partners in the Global South. We can bring the knowledge
and the questions into dialogue that comes from the local,
that is to say, local communities in Canada together with
local communities in Zambia, Uganda, Honduras, Bolivia…
Actual communities, communities of practice, social
movements, local think tanks.

Networking, relation-building, advocacy: Are
we speaking for people, or with people?
Beyond the local, there is still much to discuss on our role
and voices as BCCIC members in provincial, national, and
multilateral spaces. Do we speak as Canadians at a UN
conference? We can’t speak for our partners. But… we can
and should speak up with strategies or policies that are
informed by knowledge developed together with partners
in other regions of the world. Our voice counts, as
Canadians, for Canada. It also counts as allies with
marginalised populations in Canada and in the countries of
our partnerships. In British Columbia, we will continue the
network approach, ensuring that we accompany
movements, join the experts on given issues, and work
together with allies. More will be said on that in our
renewed strategic plan!
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Staff, Board, Volunteers
Staff

Anne-Catherine Bajard, Interim Executive Director
Mike Simpson, Executive Director (on Leave)
Zosa Gruber, Policy Director and Gender Specialist
Laurel Wayne Nixon, Operations Manager
Mary Pullen, Program Director
Brianna Parent Long, Interim Communications Specialist
Kira Lyseng, Interim Communications Specialist
Rowen Siemens
Sara Michel
Bashar Alsaeedi
Angela Phan
Demitra Soursos
Rachel Way
Eliana Fleifel

Volunteers

Hanna Hett
Kylie Schatz
Rebecca Rogers
Adrienne Ahn
Margaret Austin
Amy Collis
Emma James
Panthea Pourmalek
Dalya Al Masri
Cat Johnston
Kwaghdoo Sussan Agbor
Tara Fenwick
Akiko Campbell
Kian Farahbakhsh-priebe
Holly Janzen
Christiana Onabola
Sebastian Munshaw
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Board of Directors
Lynn Thornton, Co-Chair
Mari Otomo, Co-Chair
Kaila Borrelli, Treasurer
Rosalind Warner, Secretary
Jose Lamyin
Shirin Kiani
Raseel Sehmi
Tanya Wragg-Morris
Robin Goulding
Anjali Mishra

Climate Change Branch Volunteers
Carmen Hui
Jenny Zhu
Jessica Moh
Kylie Schatz
Mitchell Robinson
Nicolas Gaulin
Alea Mohamed
Alexandra Wenzel
Asha Sahota
Ashley Kelsey
Benjamin Georges-Picot
Cloe Mao
Daniella Jovanovic
Eden Perry
Fiona Wu
Harriet Crossfield
Henrique Fernandes
Jeffrey Qi
Keila Stark

Kristen Belsher
Hannah Romses
Kyro Plaviak
Miranda Collett
Lilly Callender
Naomi Lam
Maya Dong
Savannah Nicole Tuck
Maya Redlinger
Sinem Culhaoglu
Midha Khan
Rachael Herz
Bekki Han
Bomin Keum
Eliana Fleifel
Haley Magrill
Reina Pino Fernandez
Simran Sarai
Angela Liu
Brennan Strandberg-Salmon
Brooke Sutherland
Chloe Repka
Daniela Ramirez
Ella Kim-Marriott
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Members
ORGANIZATIONAL
Canadian Women for Women in Afghanistan (CW4WAfghan)
Clayoquot Biosphere Trust
Centre for Asia Pacific Initiatives
Cuso International
Education Beyond Borders
Food For the Hungry (FH) Canada
For the Love of Africa Society
Global Aid Network
HOPE International Development Agency
InnovativeCommunities.Org Foundation
Justice Education Society
Kenoli Foundation
Lattitude Global Volunteering
North Island College
Oxfam Canada
Pacific Peoples' Partnership Association

Power of Play
Seva Canada
SFU International
SRHA-Society
Susila Dharma Society
Tekera Foundation (formerly ICEF)
The Wellspring Foundation for Education
UBC Office of Regional and International Community Engagement (ORICE)
Umoja Operation Compassion
UNAC Vancouver
Universal Outreach Foundation
VIDEA
World Community Development Education Society
World Fisheries Trust
World Neighbours Canada

AFFILIATE MEMBERS
Organization
CESO
Check Your Head: the Youth Global Education Network
Howe Sound Biosphere Region Initiative
Oikocredit Canada
Pacfic North Coast Development Society
Skeena Diversity Society
Social Root Consulting

Society for Intercultural Education, Training and Research - British
Columbia Chapter (SIETAR BC)
The Deetken Group
Vancouver Island University - Faculty of International Education
Victoria Grandmothers for Africa
Palmyra Partners Inc.
Kore Global
Veza Global

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
Chèsa Abma-Slade
Catriona Addleton
Tracy Adole
Kwaghdoo Sussan
Agber
Edward Allen
Bashar Alsaeedi
Juliana Angelo
Ariana Arguello
Maheen Arif
Margaret Austin
Laura Barrett
Chelsea Bean
Sandra Berman
Todd Biderman
Alan Blanes
Avery Bonner
Kaila Borrelli
Joyce Brinkerhoff
Erick Carreras
Patrick Cheng

Tara Cookson
Robert Daum
Gaylean Davies
Marian Dodds
Maya Dong
Catherine Douglas
Gill Drakeford-Lewis
Jonah Erickson
Anna Paula Fagundes
Da Silva
Laurèlëne Faye
Tara Fenwick
Cassiano Fernandes
Nicolas Gaulin
Geetanjali Gill
Lori Goldman
Robin Goulding
Laurene Graziani
Ashley Haines
Marian Hakze
Colleen Hanley
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Jessica Harris
Pat (Flick) Harrison
Kalamity Hildebrandt
Anil (Andy) Hira
Jenn Hoffman
Meaghan Hume
Genevieve Huneault
Holly Janzen
David Josey
Hanna Karin
Shirin Kiani
Lois Lane
Christine Leclerc
Rachel Levee
Sa?A Loggin
Laura M. Lee
Emily Macdougall
Patrick Makokoro
Jo Mark
Silvana Martinez
Anjali Mishra

Hardeep Singh Chhabra
Heather More
Daphne Morgen
Kayla Mudaliar
Umara Muneer
Sebastian Munshaw
Ruth Nakalyowa
Morgane Oger
Georganne Oldham
Christiana Onabola
Mari Otomo
Jessica K. Paisley
Hans Park
Tania Parrott
Dhalie Patara Plischke
Sarah Patterson-Cole
Rosemary Pawliuk
Lorna Pelly
Angela Phan
Ian Pieterse
Mary Pullen

Jeffrey Qi
Daniela Ramirez
Janet Ray
Maya Redlinger
Friba Rezayee
Carly Rimell
Nicole Rustad
Margot Sangster
Raseel Sehmi
Tianna Sequeira
Anar Shamji Popatia
Catherine Smith
Laura Solberg
Jenny Stoecker
Cathy Sturgeon
Ashley T
Cate Tso
Cristina Venturin
Emily Vetter
Alix Wadeson
Lori Wagar

Lynn Walford
Rosalind Warner
Walter Wawruck
Rachel Way
Verna Wickie
Amelia Wilde
Mary Catherine Williams
Tanya Wragg-Morris
Fiona Wing Lam Wu
Anita Yang
Zain Zaidi
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Delegations
High-Level Political Political Forum
Holly Janzen
Panthea Pourmalek
Adrienne Ahn
Rachael Wootton
Benjamin Mulchinock
Sebastian Munshaw
Eliana Fleifel
Cristina Venturin
Kian Farahbakhsh-Priebe
Wa-ya Aeon
Alexandra Wenzel
Marisha Boyd
Sara Yip
Christiana Onabola
Emma Rangel

Delegation to the Generation Equality Forum
Chesa Abma-Slade
Bashar Alsaeedi
Reyhana Altin
Zosa De Sas Kropiwnicki-Gruber
Geetanjali Gill
Gurleen Grewal
Katelynne Herchak
Sarah Keeler
Rachel Levee
Kayla Mudaliar
Sebastian Munshaw
Morgane Oger
Christiana Onabola
Brianna Parent Long
Panthea Pourmalek
Mary Pullen
Raseel Sehmi
Cathy Sturgeon
Kusum Wijesekera
Sophia Yang
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Commission on the Status of Women
Chesa Abma
Kristin Agnello
Bashar Alsaeedi
Priya Bala-Miller
Rachel Barr
Kaila Borrelli
Amy Collis
Lilianna Coyes-Loiselle
Zosa De Sas Kropiwnicki-Gruber
Marian Dodds
Maya Dong
Emily Evans
June Francis
Geetanjali Gill
Gurleen Grewal
Veronika Gukova
Kate Haworth
Katelynne Herchak
Holly Janzen
Ella Kim-Marriott
Isaac Mbewe
Ariel Mishkin
Bertha Mukonda

Morgane Oger
Christiana Onabola
Anu Pala
Angela Phan
Anar Shamji Popatia
Panthea Pourmalek
Janet Ray
Maya Redlinger
Hillary Ronald
Margot Sangster
Chris Singelengele
Laura Smith
Demitra Soursos
Vanessa Sterling
Cathy Sturgeon
Taleetha Tait
Lynn Thornton
Dina Vivona
Deena Watson
Kusum Wijesekera
Sophia Yang
Miranda Yates
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Chapters
A BCCIC Chapter is a group of members
who have come together in a particular
geographic location in British Columbia to
undertake collective work

Global Empowerment Coalition of the
Central Okanagan (GECCO)
The Global Empowerment Coalition of the Central
Okanagan (known as GECCO) connects, educates, and
motivates transformative change in the Okanagan
community to achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals. GECCO is a Chapter of the BC Council for
International Cooperation (BCCIC) and we work together
on a regular basis to participate in BCCIC initiatives,
programming and services. GECCO works closely with
counterpart Global Citizen Events on annual events to
entertain, educate and inspire Okanagan residents to
action on the Sustainable Development Goals.
2020-2021 was a difficult but also an amazing year for
GECCO. We saw some transitions in Steering Committee
membership, but have found that our relationships within
our ‘orbit’ more often changed form rather than simply
came to an end. Former Steering Committee members
Meghan, Paula and Caroline continue to remain engaged
with us, but on a more flexible basis. In addition, GECCO
made some changes to our contracting policy to
incorporate more flexibility and to widen the circle of
stakeholders who are engaged with events. GECCO also
developed some new partnerships and supported
projects of other organizations in the community, notably
the Okanagan Sustainability Leadership Council,
Okanagan Climate Hub, and Citizens’ Climate Lobby Okanagan.
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GECCO Events:
Volunteer Fair: Sep 18 2021|GECCO participated again with a table
to share our impact with the community, in partnership with Global
Citizen Events. Past years’ participants in the Sustainable
Development Challenge, youth in Grades 11 and 12, were on hand
to speak to the public about their projects. In addition, GECCO
further reinvigorated our online presence on DoSomeGood (a local
volunteer platform in the Okanagan).
All-Candidates' Debate: Sep 7 2021|A representative from GECCO
introduced the debate with an overview of the Sustainable
Development Goals and their importance to the election issues.
GECCO asked a question about the candidate’s commitment to the
17 Sustainable Development Goals at the South Okanagan West
Kootenay Candidates Debate. Watch on Facebook or Youtube
Localizing the SDGs: Recent GECCO Partnership Events|Starting in
July, BCCIC hosted a High Level Political Forum Side Event on the
topic of Localizing the SDGs: Where do Canadian Communities
Stand? which featured Kelowna's Voluntary Local Review report as a
case study. On August 6th, Kusum Wijesekera participated in
Challenges and Opportunities for more Resilient Cities: What can
SDGs contribute? a project of CIRROD (Interdisciplinary Research
Centre on Sustainable Development). In addition, a week of Work
Integrated Learning as part of City Studio London and Pillar
Nonprofit's WIL project featured GECCO Chair Rosalind Warner
speaking about the SDGs with youth entering College and University
programs in the Southern Ontario region. In September, GECCO
partnered with the Tamarack Institute to participate in a series of
events highlighting their work on Localizing the SDGs. September
1st was Advancing the Sustainable Development Goals in Your
Community, which included the launch of the Book 10 - A Guide for
Advancing the Sustainable Development Goals in Your Community,
a toolkit for municipalities in which the Kelowna Voluntary Local
Review, a project led by the Okanagan's own Kusum Wijesekera, was
a case study.
Read the Report "Global Goals, Local Action: Kelowna's Voluntary
Local Review"
Taste of Home: Feb 8- Mar 7th, 2021| Taste of Home is a food and
cultural celebration extravaganza which features ethnic food
vendors serving tastings in a marketplace style, as well as a lineup of
cultural performers on stage to entertain the crowd. New this year,
“Global Voices” included games and activities like find your flag, a
conversation corner, and a world map pinboard. GECCO partnered
in support of Global Citizen Events. Approximately 875 attendees,
167 performers and 16 food booths. You can view the full show on
Youtube here
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GECCO Events
Arts for Social Change and Plan B Videos: Sustainable
Development Challenge| 28 days of Visual Art was displayed
in the upper atrium of the Rotary Centre for the Arts and
online on the theme of ‘seeing the Sustainable Development
Goals through my art’. Arts for Social Change featured the art
of local youth and included video art projects, musical
performances, artisan projects and the visual art. HeART
Speak was another Festival event with a similar theme but
open to entries from local artists within the broader
community – both professional and amateur. Watch the
HEART speak video here
Sustainable Development Challenge: Feb 26, 2021| The
Challenge is a multifaceted project that encourages local
middle and secondary school students to engage with the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Students partner with a registered Canadian non-government
organization (NGO) to design a practical solution to a real
world local or global problem. Along the way, community
leaders mentor students, and in their teams students produce
a workable project that is ready for deployment in a local or
global setting. The Sustainable Development Challenge Finale
Video Kelowna, BC has been viewed 428 times to date.
Global School House 2020-2021|An interactive drama
production for approx 2000 grade 6 students and teachers.
Kids discover why kids can’t go to school in many areas of the
world, focused on good health, war and conflict, work and
employment. In support of Global Citizen Events, GECCO aided
with the production video which created an easily adapted
resource for teachers to use in the classroom to introduce the
SDGs to young people. The full Global Schoolhouse Video for
2020 can be viewed here, and has been viewed over 400
times!
Mel's Story|KELOWNA, BC -The Ki-Low-Na Friendship Society
and Global Citizen are recognizing the National Day of
Awareness for Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and
Girls. A segment of Catherine Cunningham-Huston's play "The
Walk" tells the story of "Mel", an Indigenous woman who faces
the effects of intergenerational trauma and violence that so
many Indigenous women in Canada face. Mel is portrayed by
Kelowna's own Barbara Jagodics. To date, Mel’s Story has been
viewed on Youtube 52 times.

Comox Valley Global
Awareness Network
As BCCIC continues to
engage its membership,
and Canadians generally, in
global cooperation for a just, equitable
and sustainable world, our programming
has expanded to hold regular capacitydevelopment opportunities across our
Chapters on anti-racism work and
discussion. For this, we have engaged the
BC-based Anti-Racism Response Training
program for an additional two training
programs across the Comox Valley in the
months of January and March (4-session
training programs, held on two separate
occassions) on anti-discrimination and
anti-racism practices in the Canadian
context, including lessons on the history
of racism in Canada; Definitions,
Language and Microaggressions;
Understanding the Active Witnessing
Model; and Practicing Active Witnessing.
Both of these training opportunities
combined engaged 139 British
Columbians in building their capacity to
contribute to anti-racism work in their
professional and personal lives, building
on their abilities as anti-racist individuals
to address discrimination in their
communities.

South Vancouver Island Chapter (SOVI)
The South “Vancouver Island” Chapter of the BC Council for
International Cooperation (SOVI) is a network of individuals and
organizations focused on global social justice and connections to the
local community. Through SOVI, people come together to learn, create
relationships, and share their knowledge on global social issues and
the 2030 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
Learning series and ongoing community gathering:
SOVI Space Community of Practice Series / ARCoP|From November 4th
to December 16th, 2020, SOVI hosted a short series of panel
discussions and community-led seminars to explore the development
of an anti-racism community of practice. Led by Taleetha Tait and
Hiliary Ronald, Olaolu Adeleye, Moussa Magassa, and coordinated by
SOVI co-chair Rachel Levee, this series led to the development of an
ongoing anti-racism community of practice (ARCoP) that gathers to
share resources, knowledge, and (un)learning. Community members
who drive this project are from a diversity of lived, educational, and
professional experience from across “Vancouver Island.”
International Development Week event: Healing oppression through
reconnection to self|On February 9th 2021, SOVI hosted Nathali
Arostegui, a registered massage therapist and a de-colonial facilitator
and guide. She led an online guided somatic healing practice for a
group of over 40 community members, where we explored how to
overcome the blocks that keep us from making an impact on the world,
using a holistic, trauma informed and somatic approach. Framed by
the events of 2020 that opened the gates for deep inquiry into what we
have created as a collective, but also what we truly want in our
personal lives, this practice helped us engage with how so much of the
pain, suffering, lack of awareness and indifference that has existed in
our world for so long has become visible and will continue to be
unveiled.
Speaker Event: White Allies Don't Have to Be White Saviors|On March
24th, SOVI supported the work of the University of Victoria Students of
Colour Collective (SOCC) to host No White Saviors (NWS ) for a panel
discussion, breaking down the White Savior Complex, give strategies
for meaningful allyship, and provide a forum for community discussion
and collaboration.
Hosted by Ruth Nakalyowa, former SOVI co-chair (now Community
Advisor) and SOCC coordinator, this event's panelists were Wendy,
Olivia, and Kelsey, members of the advocacy campaign No White
Saviors, while the session was moderated by Michaella Shannon.
Book Club: “The Skin We’re In”|From February to May 2021, former
SOVI programming coordinator (and now SDG consultant) Cristina
Venturin led the development and launch of our first social justice
book club, reading Desmond Cole’s “The Skin We’re In.” Gathering a
fascinating group of intergenerational community members, this club
brought the SOVI team and community together to explore key themes
in racism, oppression, and colonization in our country, and provided a
brave and ethical space for folks of diverse lived experiences to share
their insights.

You(th) Talks: Intersections and Climate Justice| On
September 16th 2021, SOVI, in collaboration with BCCIC’s
Climate Change Branch, hosted an online, youth-led panel
and community discussion. The event, led by Grace
Ribeiro, hosted 3 youth (25 years or younger) panelist
speakers: Sage Lacerte, Emily Lowan and Maya MersereauLiem, Focused on community building and youth
engagement, (You)th Talks offered a space to connect both
youth and non-youth community members in a nonhierarchical and open manner, resulting in candid and
dynamic sharing from all parties.
Launch and ongoing program: Partnership program|On August
25 2021, SOVI launched our first mentorship-style program. Led
and coordinated by Chelsea Bean, former youth chair and now
co-chair, the Partnership Program seeks to subvert the
hierarchical “mentor” and “mentee” model found in traditional
mentorship experiences, aiming to build relationships between
aspiring and experienced non-profit practitioners in a way that
prioritizes the mutual exchange of knowledge. Currently hosting
six participants (3 pairings) in its trial phase, the program will
foster reciprocal relationships based on the exchange of
knowledge surrounding professional, organizing, academic, and
lived experiences, allowing both parties to gain new perspectives,
hone new skills, and create lasting connections with fellow
community members.
Governance and Internal Growth|Thanks to the support of our
former co-chair and ongoing grant writing volunteer, Craig Eby,
SOVI was able to participate in the Ministry for Social
Development and Poverty Reduction Work Experiences program,
and have worked with five program participants to date. Their
work has contributed to strengthening our accessibility, research
and programming, both through internal assessments and
review, as well as building out new tools. Our participants have
given us brilliant insights into how to move our work in a better
way, and we have deep gratitude for each of them and what they
have given the team. We were also able to access BC
Multiculturalism Grant funding to critically evaluate our AntiRacism Community of Practice, and build out future public-facing
anti-racism programming that will be launched in the late winter.
Our team has undergone some major shifts, including a change
in our co-chairs, bringing in multiple new contractors and
volunteers, and critical examination of the structures and
systems SOVI upholds and reifies in our work. We have deep
gratitude for all of our team members from the past year, as well
as our many community members, partners and supporters, who
have made this year one of beautiful learning. Through our
ongoing internal work on our diverse privileges and oppressions,
the SOVI team continues to try to work in a good way. All of our
programs and internal shifts have been built with deep
intentionality, and with space for critical reflection from all
participants and organizers, with the ongoing goal of (un)learning
as we walk a path towards not only working for justice, but
injustice.

Kootenay
Collaboration
Network (KCN)
The winds of change that
blew in with Covid are
stirring the shifting seas
and sands of a normalized but unsustainable way on earth.
Not immune to these winds and shifts The Kootenay
Collaboration Network finds itself navigating on board
while cultivating collaborative and inclusive social change
led by the SDG’s.
Dedicated members will soon be in the process of hiring a
regional coordinator to continue connecting, and building,
our network and their local and global work while bringing
more awareness to the SDG’s and how they fit into their
picture.
In March 2021 we hosted an online workshop “Dismantling
Discrimination in the Kootenays” exploring the facets of
systemic discrimination by examining the intersections of
power and privilege.
We are collaborating with one of our members, “The Mir
Centre for Peace” of the Selkirk College and are
collaborating to bring Peace Cafes to our community. The
first café was in observance of Truth and Reconciliation Day
where we joined in a film screening of “We Were Children”,
followed by conversation. Also on this day we joined the
Central Kootenay Food Policy Council and listened to the
Ktunaxa Creation Story as well as updates and concerns to
food security observing SDG 2.
We are scheduled to meet with one of our members
“Kairos” to discuss and plan what we will do next to serve
our community observing the SDG’s bringing them to light
in our community.
Our much appreciated traditional network dinner
highlighting and celebrating members’ work and offering
opportunity for members to share their needs, hopes and
wishes will be held in the New Year.
We continue to strive to maintain a hub, with the SDG’s our
centre that provides opportunity for our diverse members
of the community to see each other’s humanity.

GROUP 17 in Terrace & Area
Group 17 was established in April 2020,
despite the ongoing pandemic, we
began the work in creative ways.

October 2020: Eradication of Poverty Events| We hosted
one in-person workbee at a local community garden (Ksan
Place) and two online dialogues via Zoom:
October 22: Focus on Housing and Food Accessibility
October 29: Focus on Employment and Education
Discussion format:
What are the key issues in relation to poverty in our area?:
In dealing with poverty, are there any gaps in services in
our area?
How can we eradicate poverty together?
Youth Engagement| We made a connection with a local
independent school and they are interested in incorporating
SDGs in their curriculum. A presentation about SDGs to an
independent high school and invitation for 2 more
presentations (postponed due to COVID-19)
SDG Toolbox for Each Goal| Research of individual goals
following a template we created:
Goal Description
Targets:
Resources & Plans to address this goal:
Global/Canada/BC/Terrace & region
Movement Map
Tools for Engagement
Personal Commitments
Actions
References
The online SDG Toolbox was launched in February 2021 during
the IDW
Vital Conversations/Vital Signs| Group 17 partnered with
Terrace Community Foundation to join the of Steering
Committee
to work on Vital Conversations/Vital Signs in Terrace and area.
We have assisted in completing a literature review of existing
research of the past 5 years.
Group 17 Facebook Page
Group 17 Instagram: @Group17Terrace
Website: www.group17.ca

Public Engagement
With a vision for all British Columbians to be active global citizens,
BCCIC works across the province to raise awareness and
understanding of global development issues to build an engaged
public, and to encourage citizen action towards a better world.
BCCIC collaborates with local and global partners doing work in
communities around the world, and spurs conversations and
dialogue on global social justice and sustainable development
issues to inspire individuals, communities, businesses and
governments alike to be globally-minded change agents positively
impacting our world.
BCCIC works on a variety of public engagement activities,
including but not limited to digital engagement campaigns,
presentations, lunch and learn sessions, community meetings
and roundtables. BCCIC also works explicitly on public
engagement projects with and for youth in the province, including
projects undertaken by the youth-led Climate Change Branch and
the SDG Bootcamp.
In response to the challenges brought on by the ongoing COVID19 pandemic, BCCIC’s public engagement activities remained
strictly virtual (online) over the last 12 months. During this time,
BCCIC collaborated with members and partners to offer online
panel presentations, as in the case of the BCCIC Groundtruths
Series (e.g. “Amplifying the voices of Afghan women and girls”, cohosted by BCCIC and Canadian Women for Women in
Afghanistan in June 2021) and International Development Week
(IDW) events (see below). As well, BCCIC brought together leading
thinkers and activists from the Global South to share their
perspectives and to

International Development Week

deepen discussion on SDGs (i.e., “SDGS and
Transformational Change – Case Studies from the Global
South”). In fact, one benefit of the pivot to virtual activities
this year has been the direct participation of diverse Global
South changemakers, who have shared their experiences,
knowledge, and ideas at BCCIC events. Going forward, BCCIC
will continue to connect the diversity of critical voices, and
engage people, organizations, and grassroots movements
led by and for people with lived/living experience.
In any case, engagement is by definition a two-way process,
involving interaction and listening, with the goal of
generating mutual benefit (e.g., learning, gaining new
insights, inspiring action, etc.). Here, British Columbians and
Canadians can be inspired and mobilized to tackle global
issues such as the COVID pandemic, the climate crisis,
protecting human rights and gender equality. Public
engagement can also enrich and animate the work of BCCIC.
As an example, BCCIC shared videos from the BCCIC digital
public engagement campaign in 2020 (“Responding to the
Pandemic: Stories of Resilience, Creativity, and Leadership”),
and conducted targeted surveys and focus groups to better
understand the changes in perspectives of British
Columbians on global issues and engagement on global
issues in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. Although analysis
is still in progress, initial insights reveal stronger questioning
by British Columbians and Canadians on what it means to be
a global citizen, as well as what it means for public
engagement on international cooperation.

Every year, the international cooperation sector (e.g., civil society
organizations, development practitioners, social change agents), the
Government of Canada, and Canadians come together to participate in
International Development Week (IDW): a series of activities to raise
awareness of global development and international assistance and to
encourage new involvement in the sector. In 2021, IDW was celebrated
between February 7 - 13. BCCIC hosted or co-hosted five (5) virtual events
(see sidebar) centred on the theme of Cultivating Individual and Community
Well-being: 2021 & Beyond. The initial kick-off panel event - “Whose Health?
Exploring Well-being from Diverse Perspectives” - organized in partnership
with the BCCIC’s IDW Committee - was attended by 75 participants. The
event highlighted concepts and practices of well-being and health &
wellness knowledge from different cultural and traditional perspectives
from around the world. The panelists included: Fernanda Wanderley, Nada
El Masry, Navi Gill, and Lyana Patrick as moderator.
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February 8, 2021| Whose Health? Exploring Wellbeing from Diverse Perspectives
February 8, 2021| Building Personal and
Emotional Awareness
February 9, 2021|Conscious Use of Power in
Leadership
February 11, 2021|
Inclusivity for the
Well-being of the
Organization
February 12, 2021|
Introduction to
Racial Justice
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Youth Engagement
In many sustainability, climate change, and social justice efforts, youth have found their power to advocate for
and create change. Besides, young people can bring diverse perspectives and transformative thinking to global
sustainable development issues and the bold aspiration of leaving no one behind. BCCIC pursues meaningful
youth participation and engagement, while also building their leadership capacities. More specifically, BCCIC
offers programs to engage youth in the SDGs and other local-global issues, the most prominent of which are the
youth SDG Bootcamp and the youth-led Climate Change Branch of BCCIC.
Over the past year, BCCIC youth engagement activities were either adapted and/or hosted virtually, due to the
ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic. For example, BCCIC hosted an online Youth Engagement webinar (Youth
Leaders Panel: A Discussion on Environmental Intersectionality in February 2021). In addition, the SDG Bootcamp
instead proceeded as a condensed series of virtual training sessions for 15 youth (from BCCIC member
organizations or BCCIC volunteers) on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and community public
engagement, followed by BCCIC hosting the youth delegation to the United Nations High Level Political Forum
(HLPF) on Sustainable Development, held virtually in July 2021. BCCIC also hosted intergenerational delegations to
the 65th Session of the United Nations Commission on the Status of Women (CSW65) in March 2021, as well as
the Generation Equality Forum (GEF) in June 2021, both of which were held virtually. Notably, four (4) feminist
youth BCCIC delegates to the GEF, organized and led a side event: Feminist Youth Will Not be Left Behind:
Decolonizing and re-imagining the Leave No One Behind (LNOB) pledge of the 2030 Agenda.

To elevate youth voices and shift power and knowledge generation to young people, BCCIC also provides access to and
support for youth-led participatory research projects and policy recommendations. Research findings from and resources
developed by youth at BCCIC in the past year include reports, policy briefs and launch events such as:
Young Voices, Powerful Choices: Guidelines for the Selection and Support of Youth Delegations and its online launch
event
Climate Change-induced Internal Displacement in Canada – An Analysis
Achieving Equity in Canada’s Blue Economy: Ensuring no one gets left behind in Canada’s blue economy strategy
Digital Public Engagement Toolkit: Research & Findings: Fostering Global Citizenship and Solidarity in Canada’s
International Cooperation Sector and its online launch event
Climate Justice Toolkit for Municipalities: Best Practices for Centring Equity and Justice in Local Climate Action
Leveraging the Circular Economy as a Climate Change Solution in British Columbia: Policy Brief

Also, BCCIC’s regional chapters are integral to providing opportunities (e.g., youth dialogues) and events to
awaken the spirit of young British Columbians and to empower youth to be at the forefront of innovation and
change for sustainable development, locally and globally. BCCIC also partners with universities across the
province on community-based learning programs and projects or to co-host events. Into the future, BCCIC will
continue to support young people to lead and partner with others and have a sense of belonging in the sector,
together working towards a just, equitable, socially inclusive, and sustainable world.
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Programming & Capacity Building
BCCIC aims to support its member and BC-based individuals
and organizations to work towards effective, inclusive,
innovative sustainable development. It does this through
needs-responsive capacity development, such as webinars and
peer learning opportunities, creating spaces and time for
knowledge- and resource-sharing and collaboration.
Furthermore, BCCIC provides opportunities for international
cooperation organizations, civil society organizations (CSOs)
and development practitioners to network and learn about a
range of subjects and skills using tailored methods of delivery
and format, responding to interests and trends identified
through consultations with members and other practitioners.
Due to the ongoing challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic,
BCCIC programming in the past year completely pivoted to the
use of online platforms. This included eight (8) virtual Member
Meetings to discuss and exchange on global issues and COVID19 and/or other global crises, plus an array of interactive
workshops and coaching or training sessions on subjects such
as decolonization, gender equality and gender-based analysis
plus (+) and anti-racism, as well a couple of webinar series on
Climate Change and Groundtruths: Case Studies and Learnings
from the Field (see side bar).
This year also marked the design, coordination, and convening
of the 2021 Spring-Summer Praxis Institute: Transformational
Leadership in a Time of Systems Shock: a five-module
professional development program for senior sustainability
leaders to build knowledge skills and experience to address
“wicked problems”. The program approaches the SDGs as a
transformational agenda and aims to support participants to
develop strategies and skills to navigate the “tectonic” shifts
occurring in our personal and professional lives, and the world
around us. Modules included: Exploring the Self During Crisis;
The Self as Instrument; Working with and Within Systems, and
Community of Practice, along with an additional inter-module
co-learning and peer exchange space (“Virtual Thursdays”).
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Interactive Workshops and Coaching Series:
Why Decolonization is for Everyone!
Why Decolonization is for Everyone!: Follow-Up
Discussion
Monitoring for Adaptive Management:
Part 1
Part 2 (Outcome Harvesting)
Part 3 (Other Monitoring Tools)
Gender-Based Analysis +
Workshop 1
Workshop 2 (Applying Gender-Based Analysis+)
Designing for Emergence: Managing Complex
Challenges in Sustainable Development
Workshop 1: Leading in Complexity: The Leader’s
Role in Embracing Ambiguity of Complex Systems
Workshop 2: Visualizing Complexity: The Multiple
Perspectives Needed for Sensemaking within
Complex Systems
Workshop 3: Collective Governance: Catalyzing and
Nurturing Emergent Solutions within Complex
Human Systems.
Transformative Private Sector Approaches to the SDGs
Anti-Racism Response Training: Train the Trainer Series

Webinar Series:
Climate Change and Actions Series
SDG 13 + 2 – Climate Change and Action II: Food
Security
SDG 13 + 16 – Climate Change and Action III: Security
Climate Change and Action IV: Climate Change and
Mobility
BCCIC’s Climate Change Branch Series: Climate Proofing
Society
Climate Proofing Society I: Natural Climate Solutions
Climate Proofing Society II: Respecting Indigenous
Leadership and Traditional Ecological Knowledge
Climate Proofing Society III: Climate Justice and the
Paris Agreement: Where it Stands and What is at
Stake
Groundtruths Series
SDGS and Transformational Change – Case Studies
from the Global South
Amplifying the voices of Afghan women and girls”,
co-hosted by BCCIC and Canadian Women for
Women in Afghanistan
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Climate Change Branch
Publications:
Leveraging The Circular Economy as a Climate Change Solution in British
Columbia | Authors: Savannah Tuck, Miranda Collett and Daniela Ramirez
The Circular Economy Project was initiated in September 2020 to analyze and
develop a set of recommendations to the BC Government on ways the province
can embed comprehensive and equitable circular economy approaches into its
climate plan at a deeper level. Consultation with 15 Canadian circular economy
experts via survey or interview informed key elements of the policy brief. Its
publication coincided with the Canada-led World Circular Economy Forum 2021
and was well-received by circular economy experts and stakeholders.
Climate Justice Policy Toolkit for Municipalities | Authors: Brooke Sutherland,
Angela Liu, Hannah Romses
Through interviews with city councillors and local organizations across British
Columbia, this toolkit presents a review of the current climate justice work being
done in BC municipalities and compiles a non-exhaustive list of action items that
can be incorporated into the decision-making and planning processes to address
existing gaps and forefront the importance of climate justice in municipalities. The
findings of the toolkit will be presented at an event that presents the toolkit to local
government officials and will offer a platform for participants to discuss progress
implementing climate justice action.

Events:
(You)th Talks: Intersections and Climate
Justice (hosted with support from the CCB)
See line 265 on the "events" tab of the
Data Collection sheet
The Psychology of Climate Change:
Cultivating a Mindset of Hope and Action 12Feb-2021
Speakers: Dr. Michael Schmitt / Katia
Hammond / Kylie Schatz
In celebration of International
Development Week 2021, BCCIC’s
Climate Change Branch hosted a
discussion on the psychology of climate
change and climate communications.
Despite a disruptive and disturbing
"zoom bomb", the panel was able to
push through and continue the
important conversation, exploring the
impact climate anxiety has on well-being,
and ways in which we can empower
people to advance climate action
through effective public engagement,
psychology and communications.

Achieving Equity in Canada’s Blue Economy: Ensuring no one gets left behind
in Canada’s blue economy strategy| Authors: BCCIC’s all-youth UN Ocean
Conference Delegation: Kyle Fawkes, Keila Stark, Angela Phan, Bridget John,
Courtney Smaha, Jessica Steele, Fiona Beaty
Report outlining how social equity principles must be applied to Canada's Blue
Economy Strategy. Sent to DFO as part of a formal open consultation process for
their Blue Economy Strategy. Partnerships came in the form of in-kind support
from topical experts who reviewed the final draft of the report before publication.
Climate Change-induced Internal Displacement in Canada: An Analysis
|Author: Alea Mohamed
A report on climate changed-induced
displacement with a specific focus on B.C.
and Alberta to draw attention to the issue
and to push the relevant policymakers to
come up with ways to address this problem
and protect folks who are displaced within
our own communities. This project taught
us a lot about the importance of intersectional policy-making and addressing
disproportionate impacts of climate change on marginalized communities,
specifically Indigenous communities.
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Situating Activities within Goals
Through numerous research and policy initiatives, BCCIC has engaged British Columbians in
global collaboration for a just, equitable, socially inclusive and sustainable world. BCCIC has
facilitated and engaged its members and other stakeholders to contribute to evidence-informed
advocacy and policy development in order to promote multi-stakeholder collaboration and
transformational change in relation to social justice, gender equality, women’s rights and
sustainable global development.
Goal 1: Member Engagement
Most of the research and policy projects undertaken by BCCIC over
the last year (October 2020 - September 2021) have centred on
member engagement, sharing and collaboration, particularly in
relation to external engagement with provincial, national and
international stakeholders.
From an advocacy perspective, BCCIC hosted three diverse
delegations composed of 100 members and/or persons nominated
by members (from their staff, partners or international field offices)
to attend the 65th Session of the United Nations Commission on the
Status of Women (March 2021), the Paris Generation Equality Forum
(June 2021) and the High Level Political Forum (July 2021). In addition
to promoting collective advocacy messages and engaging directly
with federal and international stakeholders, these delegates had
several opportunities to share and collaborate on projects such as
the CSW impact report and video, public engagement materials (CSW
blogs, HLPF blogs), events (e.g. UFV-BCCIC Choose to Challenge, and
the GEF side event, Feminist Youth Will Not Be Left Behind: Decolonizing
and re-imagining the Leave No One Behind (LNOB) pledge of the 2030
Agenda), and in the preparation of joint statements and reviews of
the draft Agreed Conclusions.
From a research perspective, several reports and publications were
developed in collaboration with members. For example, the Leaving
No One Behind: Voices of Changemakers and Everyday Heroes electronic
magazine, comprised of articles, poetry and art work from 62 local
contributors included numerous submissions from individual and
organizational members. Together these submissions have raised
awareness on issues related to social justice, decolonization, equity
and inclusion, and in doing so, our members have collaborated as a
network in achieving our mission to create a more just, equitable and
socially inclusive world.

Goal 2: Membership recruitment

The Leaving No One Behind: Voices of
Changemakers and Everyday Heroes
electronic magazine included contributions
from 14 new organizations and over 40
individuals outside of BCCIC’s membership.
All of these members were given an
opportunity to join BCCIC’s membership, of
which nine took up this offer. This was an
important opportunity to expand our network
membership reflective of our mission and vision.

Goal 3: Relationship with the private sector

Staff strategically explored BCCIC’s relationship with the
private sector through a series of consultations in the first
quarter of this year involving stakeholders from 10 impact
investment and private companies. Some of these
stakeholders are already members or Board Members, but
others were interested in identifying synergies, sharing
knowledge and identifying opportunities for continued
engagement with BCCIC around the Sustainable Development
Goals.

Goal 4: Organizational sustainability

Through a partnership with Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH on a research
project, BCCIC was able to diversify its funding and contribute
to staffing resources.

There are several ongoing research and public engagement projects
that have a strong member engagement dimension. With guidance
from the Policy Director, youth are consulting with members for a
research project on how to engage with men and boys to advance
gender equality. In addition, youth have initiated an SDG podcast that
includes diverse speakers from BCCIC’s membership on topics
related to the Leave No One Behind pledge and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’s Call to Action.
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Goal 5: SDG Activity

Engage at municipal, provincial and
international levels|Over the last year,
the research and policy division has
undertaken numerous projects
and activities related to the Sustainable
Development Goals. In line with the
strategic plan, BCCIC has engaged in SDG
activities at municipal, provincial and
international levels. At a municipal level,
BCCIC worked in partnership with the
Global Empowerment Coalition of the
Central Okanagan (GECCO), to undertake a
Voluntary Local Review, in order to better understand how the
Community of Kelowna has aligned local efforts with the global 2030
Agenda, and to review Kelowna’s progress towards achieving the 17
SDGs. Undertaken in collaboration with Indigenous partners, CSOs
and the municipality, the report and subsequent presentations,
provide very important lessons on prioritizing trust and relationshipbuilding in order to strengthen whole-of-society approaches and
problem-solving partnerships.
At a provincial level, in March 2020 BCCIC undertook a policy
analysis and consulted with 22 CSOs who represented leadership on
the SDGs in British Columbia and then in October released a report
entitled Localizing the 2030 Agenda in British Columbia, in response to
the Government of Canada’s interim national Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) strategy. As part of the BC 2030
campaign, BCCIC intentionally released this report at a time when
British Columbians were going to the polls in order to influence
campaign promises for a more equitable, inclusive and greener
society both at home and abroad.
At the federal level, BCCIC has contributed to policy discussions in
several consultation sessions and events hosted by the SDG Unit
(Employment and Social Development Canada), Women and Gender
Equality Canada, and Global Affairs Canada. At an international level,
BCCIC has also actively participated in Partners for Review and
Global Forum for National SDG Advisory Bodies meetings.
Furthermore, BCCIC collaborated with Cooperation Canada, Action
for Sustainable Development and Forus International on a working
paper that was released in October 2020 entitled, Transformative
action to realize the 2030 Agenda through effective coalitions. Based on
lessons learned from multi-stakeholder coalitions from Argentina,
Bangladesh, Brazil, the Czech Republic, Ghana, India, Italy, Kenya,
Nepal and the United Kingdom, this working paper provides a series
of good practices and evidence-informed recommendations that are
being used to strengthen the governance of coalitions in order to
trigger accelerated and transformative actions for sustainable
development.

In addition, from September 2020 – April 2021, BCCIC
undertook a research project for the Deutsche Gesellschaft
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH in
collaboration with the Global Forum for National SDG
Advisory Bodies on the success factors and governance
mechanisms for the establishment and maintenance of
national sustainable development councils, commissions or
similar multi-stakeholder bodies, based on case studies of
advisory bodies in Belgium, Georgia, Kosovo, Mexico,
Namibia, Portugal and Romania. The report, entitled
Pathways for National Sustainable Development Advisory Bodies,
was complemented by a policy brief, both of which were
published and launched by GIZ. On July 26, 2021 it was
reported that over a three-month period there were over
3.000 downloads of the report and policy brief combined,
enhancing the international reach and salience of the policy
and advocacy messages contained in these BCCIC reports.

Support and explore partnership and collaboration in the
context of the SDGs |In addition to foregrounding the
importance of real and meaningful partnerships and multistakeholder collaboration for transformational change, the
aforementioned research projects on national SDG coalitions
and councils were also grounded in partnerships and
collaboration. Existing partnerships with organizations such
as Cooperation Canada, Forus International and A4SD who
had previously collaborated on the Policy brief series (20192020), were maintained and strengthened. New partnerships
were also formed with international stakeholders in the
working group on ‘Strengthening of National Advisory Bodies
for Sustainable Development: Governance for successful
National Advisory Bodies’ in the Global Forum for National
SDG Advisory bodies.
The Kelowna VLR also explored collaboration with different
stakeholders and partners across sectors as a means for
local governments to meet their responsibilities in relation to
the 2030 Agenda. This study has served as an example for
communities across the countries that want to form
partnerships comprised of law enforcement, health
authorities, local governments, Indigenous organizations, and
CSOs. BCCIC plans to further reflect on what makes these
local partnerships successful in upcoming policy briefs.

Support and engage stakeholders for capacity building|In order to
support the capacity of the BCCIC network, stakeholders and this
province to enhance implementation and measurement of SDG
activity, BCCIC supported and implemented several capacitybuilding activities, including lectures, resource development and
training sessions.
BCCIC engaged with university students to enhance their capacity
on how to consider climate change and international development
from a GBA+ and social justice lens. For instance, on March 31,
BCCIC staff and youth volunteers were invited to give a guest
lecture to 70 Development Studies students at the University of
Fraser Valley (UFV). The UFV-BCCIC ‘Choose to Challenge’ in March
also centred on enhancing university students’ capacity to engage
in activism in this space. This event included five youth panelists
from BCCIC’s CSW delegation.
In terms of resource development, under the guidance of BCCIC’s
Policy Director, youth developed and launched guidelines entitled,
Youth Voices, Powerful Choices: Guidelines for the Selection and
Support of Youth Delegates, as an important guidance document for
selecting and coordinating delegations with intersectionality and
diversity in mind. This was followed by an interactive youth-led
capacity development webinar focused on equitable selection
processes, and intersectional targeted support for youth
delegates, based on the experience and insights of the lead report
author and former youth delegates from high-level events,
including CSW, HLPF and COP. Feedback suggests this workshop
gave participants the knowledge and skills to more effectively and
inclusively select and support youth delegates to participate in
international events and high-level meetings.
BCCIC’s delegations also included a capacity development
dimension for our members. In addition to receiving a detailed
information pack and resources, delegates participated in
individual and group orientation and capacity development
sessions during CSW. For instance, the capacity of delegates to use
and apply concepts and tools related to intersectionality and
gender equality to their local contexts was strengthened and
several delegates noted that their confidence to engage with
policies and programs related to gender equality has increased.
Beyond BCCIC’s membership, BCCIC staff co-hosted - or delivered
presentations in - several policy-related events that enhanced the
capacity of participants to strengthen multi-stakeholder
collaboration in the context of the 2030 Agenda. For instance, a
collaborative event was co-hosted by BCCIC with Cooperation
Canada on October 20, 2020 centred on the coalition research
findings. This had a strong international dimension, as speakers
from around the world presented insights from their SDG-focused
coalitions around the world.

In order to promote capacity building, the initial findings of the
SDG advisory council project were shared by BCCIC’s Policy
Director in a Partners for Review (P4R) webinar entitled
“Success factors for sustainable development councils and
similar multi-stakeholder advisory bodies” on October 13, 2020,
and then in a presentation during a Global Forum for MultiStakeholder Bodies event on December 9, 2020. The final
findings were shared by the Policy Director in an HLPF VLR Lab
entitled “SDG Advisory bodies and their role in national
sustainable development policy cycles” on 12 July 2021, which
was hosted by UN DESA and the Secretary General of RNE.
During the VNR Lab there were 90-100 active participants from
the following countries: Algeria, Aruba, Bangladesh, Belize,
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Canada, Chad, Congo, Egypt,
France, Germany, Guatemala, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kenya,
Mali, Mexico, Namibia, Norway, Peru, Philippines, Portugal,
Romania, Sweden, Thailand, Uganda, United Kingdom, United
States, Venezuela and Zimbabwe. This once again highlights the
important contribution that BCCIC can make in linking the local
to the global, and in raising the capacity of stakeholders around
the world.
Furthermore, BCCIC hosted an unofficial HLPF side event on July
13, 2021 entitled “Localizing the SDGs: Where do Canadian
Communities Stand?”, moderated by BCCIC’s Policy Director,
which included presentations from different Canadian
stakeholders including the Pillar NonProfit Network,
International Institute for Sustainable Development, City of
Kelowna) and Global Empowerment Coalition of the Central
Okanagan. Post-event survey results indicate that this event
enhanced the understanding of participants on the process of
undertaking local voluntary reviews, and through its very
practical discussion on design, partnerships and resources,
enhanced the capacity of participants to promote localization in
different contexts and bring the SDGs into policy discussions.

Goal 6: Policy engagement
As discussed above, BCCIC has conducted policy analyses and developed
recommendations on several topics related to the SDGs, gender equality
and women’s empowerment. It has also consulted with members as
needed and enhanced the BCCIC network’s engagement with – and voice
in – policy.
Through its regular and ad hoc member meetings and webinars, BCCIC
has convened and participated in several discussions within our network
around policy developments and their impact on members and other
stakeholders. In addition, BCCIC hosted policy consultations to enhance
BCCIC’s membership engagement at municipal, provincial and
international levels with relevant ministers and government.
For instance, on March 31, BCCIC convened a roundtable discussion with
the Minister of International Development, Karina Gould and Global
Affairs Canada on two topics, namely, CSOs’ roles in enhancing public
engagement to promote the SDGs and the FIAP, as well as CSO’s efforts to
promote human dignity and/or contribution to post-COVID-19 recovery
programs to ensure growth that works for everyone, specifically women,
girls and those at risk of being left behind. Fourteen organizational
members participated in this consultation, and each were given an
opportunity to provide feedback and ask Minister Gould questions
directly. Following this consultation, one of BCCIC’s youth members was
invited to meet Minister Gould in a one on one meeting.
During CSW, delegates were consulted frequently when providing
feedback on Canada’s official statement and the Agreed Conclusions.
BCCIC also facilitated CSW delegates’ participation in several consultation
sessions hosted by the UNCSW team at Women and Gender Equality
Canada during the negotiations around the Agreed Consultations. Prior to
the Generation Equality Forum, BCCIC participated in a consultation event
hosted by Women and Gender Equality Canada on how Canada can best
execute its leadership of the 6th GEF action coalition on Feminist
Movements and Leadership. BCCIC consulted with members and
delegates on the questions posed in this event, and submitted this
feedback directly to WAGE.

Through BCCIC’s delegations, several other
opportunities were created for members to engage in
policy discussions. During the High Level Political Forum,
BCCIC’s youth delegates were invited to participate in
the Canadian reception on July 14, 2021. In this
reception, one of the BCCIC delegates was invited to ask
Minister Ahmed Hussein (Minister of Children, Families
and Social Development) and Minister Karina Gould
(Minister of International Development) one question.
The delegates nominated Cristina Venturin to ask the
very critical and thought-provoking question that they
collectively compiled:

“Canada has established itself as a world leader on
gender equality and
women's empowerment, which was once again
highlighted through its recent
commitment to supporting workers in the care
economy. How can Canada
establish itself as a world leader on gender equality,
given its historical and
ongoing treatment of Indigenous peoples, including
Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls? And how does it
reconcile its commitment to the care economy in
light of the recent findings of mass unmarked graves
in residential schools, the historical
and ongoing over representation of Indigenous
children in care, and the
continued discrepancy in the quality of childcare
between Indigenous and nonIndigenous children?”

Build capacity of NGOs to engage with and develop policy
In order to build the capacity of NGOs to engage with policy, BCCIC offered training on “Applying Gender-Based
Analysis Plus” to its members, with the facilitation support of Dr. Geetanjali Gill (one of its members) in November
2020. The training was geared for members who may have had varying levels of awareness and knowledge of the
concepts of GBA+ and intersectionality, and gender-responsive and gender-transformative programming. These
concepts were applied to the work of development CSOs such as: project design, GAC proposal writing, Theory of
Change, monitoring and evaluation, and communication strategies.
Furthermore, in order to enhance capacity around policy development, BCCIC prepared a video, PowerPoint
presentation and resources which provide a comprehensive overview of the process of constructing a PSEAdedicated policy, and addresses the Inter-Agency Standing Committee’s (IASC) Minimum Operation Standards for
PSEA from the perspective of effective policy development and implementation. These resources are displayed on
the Digna website, and through their newsletter have been widely circulated to stakeholders. These resources will
enhance the capacity of development organizations in Canada and development settings, to develop their own
PSEA policies.

Moving Forward
Moving Forward: International Cooperation towards Global Goals
How did we reach these not-so-new conclusions? And whose are they?
We held Critical Conversations with most of the organisational members, chapters and affiliate
members voices in group meetings (between 2 and 5 persons) and individually. This included Board
members, of course, and was complemented by the thoughts raised by participants in the regular
Members’ meetings. Then there was the invaluable contribution of individuals and volunteers’
thoughts as they worked alongside our team or connected with us for different reasons. We
complemented that with brief surveys. I’d love to say the number of hours invested in the process, but
we’d have to include the time commitment of those members who managed to participate and
express their thoughts.
For those of you who could not join, feel free

As we finalize the 2020-2021 fiscal year and annual report,
to pick up on the idea of Critical
Conversations and propose to facilitate one!
we are in the final steps of updating BCCIC’s Strategic Plan.
Or ask us to pull some more together, yes,
The Conversations and surveys carried out during the year
we’re
here for that. And the new Board would
are leading us to organise our work in terms of pathways to
greatly enjoy hearing you, I’m sure.
put into practice the values that we adhere to. We want to
place our values first. To be decolonised, anti-racist, equity
inspired. We want to build on each other’s experience to
become shining stars in practicing our values. We want to truly understand what mutual and shared
knowledge generation looks like and is / can be done. We want to have that capacity, that practice.
And to know what that looks like to others, to our partners, to marginalised populations in Canada
and internationally. Most of us want to have a feminist approach, and in some contexts, the word is
not appropriate, and yet the approach is well advanced. These are some of the ‘wants’ of BCCIC’s
members: let’s put our values in practice. But how?
How does that impact our current and new strategic planning?
We are in the last steps of finalizing the 2022-2026 strategic framework, at the time of writing this
annual report. It builds on previous years’ outcomes, learns from pilot experiences, and is deeply
inspired by the thirst for connection and shared knowledge and experience expressed by the
members. It also builds on the questions that were raised – not always answers – and the need to
learn not just from showcased projects, but also from difficult or failed experiences.
That has led us to propose three guiding streams, pathways more traditionally known as goals:
Rethinking Cooperation: Unlearning and relearning as a continuous, dynamic process
Connecting Voices: People to People, People with People
Supporting Members’ Organisational Capacity
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Why so simple? Because those are the goals we will plan for annually, and monitor,
holding ourselves accountable to our members. For example,
In four years, we don’t want to look back and say we “localised”. We want to say that we
have found ways to pursue our international cooperation mission without further creating
power imbalances, without further colonisation, and hopefully that we will also have
contributed to some restitution where we took away people’s agency through decades of
donor-led aid.
In four years, we want to know that we are speaking for ourselves, but that our voice is
informed by having heard the voices of partners and their priorities. Not speaking for
them, but with them. That when we speak at a UN forum, it is both as a Canadian
committing to local action in Canada, and as a Canadian that understands the need to
redress global inequities. We will not speak only of our shift to electric vehicles (a chuckle
here as I have gone that route, personally), but about climate justice, with an
understanding of the unjust effects of global warming on marginalised populations
gathered through connecting voices. We will speak up on the care economy from Canada,
but together with the understanding of how forced migration puts women at risk globally,
to give a few examples.
In four years, we will have built up our capacity to develop projects that satisfy the needs
of the donors, but are primarily accountable to the members of the partnership. We will
have done our best to influence our major donors in simplifying the process and
respecting, trusting the transparency of the communities who hold the goals of their
projects closest to their hearts than anyone. We will have improved our ability to build in
sustainability of all or most of our endeavours: clear exit strategies start with clarity of who
owns a project, a plan, an initiative. Again, those are examples that will guide our
prioritisation, and our ways of working.
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B.C. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Financial Statements
Year Ended March 31, 2021
And Auditor’s Report

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Members of B.C. Council for International Cooperation
Qualified Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of B.C. Council for International Cooperation (the “Council”), which
comprise the statement of financial position as at March 31, 2021 and the statements of receipts, disbursements and
net assets and of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of
significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, except for the possible effects of adjustments, if any, which we might have determined to be
necessary had we been able to satisfy ourselves of the completeness of revenue referred to in the Basis for Qualified
Opinion section of our report, the accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Council as at March 31, 2021 and its financial performance and its cash flows for the year
then ended in accordance with Canadian Accounting Standards for Not-for-Profit Organizations applied, as required
by the Societies Act, British Columbia, on a consistent basis.
Basis for Qualified Opinion
In common with many non-profit organizations, the Council receives receipts from donations and fundraising
activities, the completeness of which is not susceptible to satisfactory audit verification. Accordingly, our
examination of these receipts was limited to the amounts included in the records of the Council and we were not able
to determine whether any adjustments might be necessary to receipts, excess of receipts over disbursements, assets
and net assets.
We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the Auditor's Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
section of our report. We are independent of the Council in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant
to our audit of the financial statements in Canada, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in
accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our qualified opinion.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
Canadian Accounting Standards for Not-for-Profit Organizations, and for such internal control as management
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Council's ability to continue as a
going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of
accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Council or to cease operations, or has no realistic
alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Council's financial reporting process.
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Auditor's Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor's report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with
Canadian generally accepted auditing standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they
could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial
statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards, we exercise professional
judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
•
Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
•
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the Council's internal control.
•
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
and related disclosures made by management.
•
Conclude on the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based
on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that
may cast significant doubt on the Council's ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a
material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor's report to the related
disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor's report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the Council to cease to continue as a going concern.
•
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identify during our audit.

Chartered Professional Accountants
Vancouver, B.C.
October 12, 2021

B.C. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Statement of Financial Position

March 31,
2021

March 31,
2020

ASSETS
Current
Cash
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses

$

80,750
55,332
1,386
137,468
1,281

$

93,280
52,263
1,417
146,960
-

$

138,749

$

146,960

$

57,844
75,557
5,529

$

28,163
47,489
5,246

Capital assets (Note 5)

LIABILITIES
Current
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred project receipts (Note 6)
Deferred membership fees

138,930

80,898

NET ASSETS
Unrestricted net assets

(181)
$

138,749

66,062
$

146,960

Organization (Note 1)
Commitments (Note 7)
Economic Dependence (Note 1)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

APPROVED BY THE BOARD
Director

Director
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B.C. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Statements of Receipts, Disbursements and Net Assets
Year Ended March 31, 2021
Programs (Note 6)
Employment and
Social
Development
Canada - Moving
Toward the Goals

DFATD Inspiring Action
for Global
Citizenship
RECEIPTS
Restricted funds
Membership fees
Interest earned
Other revenue

$

DISBURSEMENTS
Rent and insurance
Office supplies and miscellaneous
Communications
Audit and legal
Salaries, wages and benefits
Professional fees/contractor
Travel, accommodation, per diem
Other direct program expenses

$

(583)
(6,832)
(335,910)
(85,623)
120
(26,230)
(455,058)
54,607
(54,607)

Funds transfer for/from overhead expenses
(Deficiency) Excess of Receipts over Disbursements
NET ASSETS, Beginning of Year
NET ASSETS, End of Year

508,853
812
509,665

99,350
500
99,850

-

RBC Future
Launcher - COP
$

5,752
5,752

$

24,045
24,045

(14,375)
(56,399)
(18,790)
(10,286)
(99,850)
-

(15)
(5,417)
(320)
(5,752)
-

(24,045)
(24,045)
-

-

-

-

$

Kenoli
Foundation Strengthening
Provincial
Partnership

$

-

$

-

$

-

Electricity
Human
Resources
Canada (EHRC)

WorkSafe BC
$

888
888

$

(888)
(888)
-

3,450
3,450

-

$

12,881
12,881

Colleges and
Institutes
Canada - Career
Launcher
$

13,565
13,565

(3,450)
(3,450)
-

(12,881)
(12,881)
-

(15,193)
(15,193)
(1,628)
1,628

-

-

-

$

Employment
and Social
Development
Canada Canada
Summer Job

$

-

$

-

$

-

Sub-total
$

668,784
1,312
670,096

(583)
(21,222)
(444,428)
(114,168)
120
(36,836)
(617,117)
52,979
(52,979)
$

-

Programs (Note 6)
Carryforward
from above
RECEIPTS
Restricted funds
Membership fees
Interest earned
Other revenue

$

DISBURSEMENTS
Rent and insurance
Office supplies and miscellaneous
Communications
Audit and legal
Salaries, wages and benefits
Professional fees/contractor
Travel, accommodation, per diem
Other direct program expenses

$

(583)
(21,222)
(444,428)
(114,168)
120
(36,836)
(617,117)
52,979
(52,979)

Funds transfer for/from overhead expenses
Deficiency of Receipts over Disbursements
NET ASSETS, Beginning of Year
NET ASSETS, End of Year

668,784
1,312
670,096

GIZ

$

-

$

GECCO

33,270
33,270

$

Plant for the
Planet (PTFP)

PICS

5,000
1,494
6,494

$

12,000
12,000

$

5,537
5,537

(33,520)
(300)
(33,820)
(550)
550

(6,494)
(6,494)
-

(14,414)
(14,414)
(2,414)
2,414

(5,537)
(5,537)
-

-

-

-

-

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Total
2021

Society
$

$

6,400
12,318
72
1,200
19,990

$

Total
2020

718,991
12,318
72
16,006
747,387

$

722,100
15,361
66
13,738
751,265

(45,165)
(63,048)
(2,138)
(22,296)
(1,100)
(2,501)
(136,248)
(116,258)
50,015

(45,748)
(90,764)
(2,138)
(514,658)
(121,105)
120
(39,337)
(813,630)
(66,243)
-

(61,326)
(37,608)
(5,635)
(451,138)
(78,348)
(56,048)
(72,026)
(762,129)
(10,864)
-

(66,243)
66,062

(66,243)
66,062

(10,864)
76,926

(181)

$

(181)

$

66,062

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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B.C. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Statement of Cash Flows
Year Ended March 31, 2021

2021

2020

Cash Flows From (Used In) Operating Activities
Project cash receipts
Other cash receipts

$

Payments for supplies and services

743,990 $
28,679
772,669
(783,918)
(11,249)

796,111
26,394
822,505
(765,507)
56,998

Cash Flows From (Used In) Investing Activities
Purchase of equipment

(1,281)

-

(DECREASE) INCREASE IN CASH
CASH, Beginning of Year

(12,530)

56,998

93,280

36,282

CASH, End of Year

$

80,750

$

93,280

$
$

72

$
$

66

SUPPLEMENTAL CASH FLOW INFORMATION
Interest paid
Interest received

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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B.C. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2021
1.

ORGANIZATION

The B.C. Council for International Cooperation (the “Council”) is a coalition of voluntary organizations
located in British Columbia which adhere to the goal of achieving global development in a peaceful and
healthy environment, with social justice, human dignity and participation for all.
The Council is registered as a Society under the Society Act, British Columbia. The Council is also a
charity registered under the Income Tax Act, Canada and, as such, is exempt from income taxes.
The Council receives a significant portion of its revenue from departments and agencies of the
Government of Canada and may not be able to maintain its current level of operations should this funding
be significantly reduced or cease (Note 7).
On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization declared the novel coronavirus disease (“COVID-19”)
outbreak a pandemic. The pandemic has had far-reaching effects on the global economy and social
norms and, as a result of social distancing restrictions mandated by the Government of British Columbia,
the Council has postponed or modified certain program activities until the restrictions are lifted. The
Council is preparing contingency plans should the pandemic result in a material reduction in funding and
program expenditures in fiscal year 2022. There is no certainty as to when social distancing restrictions
will be fully lifted.

2.

BASIS OF PRESENTATION

Statement of Compliance
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian Accounting Standards for
Not-for-Profit Organizations (“ASNPO”).

Basis of Presentation
These financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, except for certain financial
instruments which are measured at fair value, as explained in the accounting policies set out in Note 3.

3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash balances and investments in highly liquid short-term deposits.
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B.C. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2021
3.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)

Capital Assets
On April 1, 2020, the Council changed its accounting policy on its accounting for capital assets and
commenced capitalizing capital asset purchases. The application of this new accounting policy did not
have a material impact on prior year capital asset purchases which were expensed. Therefore, the prior
year figures are not restated.
Capital assets are recorded at cost and amortized over the estimated useful life using the following
methods and annual rates:
Office equipment
Computer

20%
55%

Declining balance method
Declining balance method

Receipts
Cash payments received for administrative purposes or which are undesignated are recorded as receipts
at the time funds are received by the Council.
Cash payments received for project and other purposes are recorded as receipts at the time funds
received by the Council are actually spent for their designated purposes. Contributions, grants and
donations received specifically to fund a future period’s project expenditures or any excess of funds
received for a project over amounts disbursed are recorded as deferred receipts until they are expended.
In-kind donations (donations of services and disbursements, such as volunteer time or subsidy of travel
costs by members) have not been recorded in the accounts of the Council.

Income Taxes
The Council, as a not-for-profit organization, is not subject to Federal or Provincial income taxes.

Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities
The Council’s financial instruments are cash, term deposits, accounts receivable, and accounts payable
and accrued liabilities. All financial instruments, except for cash and term deposits which are measured
at fair value, are measured at amortized cost. At March 31, 2021, the recorded amounts of the Council’s
financial instruments approximate their fair values.
The Council makes its fair value measurements using a three-level hierarchy:
• Level 1 – inputs are unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or
liabilities;
• Level 2 – inputs other than quoted prices in Level 1 that are observable for the asset or
liability, either directly or indirectly; and
• Level 3 – inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data.
Transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of a financial asset or financial liability
that will be measured subsequently at amortized cost are added to the carrying amount of the financial
asset or financial liability and amortized to operations using the effective interest rate method.
B.C. Council for International Cooperation • Financial Statements • Year ended March 31, 2021
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B.C. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2021
3.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)

Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with ASNPO requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and the disclosure of
contingent assets, liabilities and commitments at the date of the financial statements and the reported
amount of revenues and expenses during the reporting periods.
Significant management estimates and assumptions include, among others, the recoverability of amounts
receivable. Actual results could differ from the estimates and assumptions made in the preparation of
these financial statements.

4.

BANK INDEBTEDNESS

As at March 31, 2021, the Council has a $60,000 line of credit (2020: $60,000), bearing interest at the
Vancity prime lending rate plus 2% per annum, calculated monthly and payable on demand. The
Council’s cash, capital assets and accounts receivable have been pledged against this line of credit. No
amounts are owing on this line of credit as at March 31, 2021 (2020: $nil).

5.

CAPITAL ASSETS

Cost
Computer equipment

$

Accumulated
Amortization

1,766 $

2021 Net
Book Value

485 $

2020 Net
Book Value

1,281 $

-

6. DEFERRED PROJECT RECEIPTS

Program Name
DFATD - Inspiring Action for Global Citizenship
Employment and Social Development Canada - Moving Toward the Goals
RBC Future Launcher - COP
Kenoli Foundation
WorkSafe BC
Electricity Human Resources Canada (EHRC)
Employment and Social Development Canada - Canada Summer Job
Colleges and Institutes Canada - Career Launcher
GIZ
GECCO
PICS
Plant for the Planet (PFTP)

2020
Deferred
Contributions
$

$

16,282 $
20,390
10,152
665
47,489 $

Receipts
496,612 $
100,500
25,000
39,985
5,000
4,520
12,981
13,565
33,271
6,494
12,000
5,537
755,465 $

Eligible
Expenses

2021
Deferred
Contributions

509,665 $
99,850
5,752
24,045
887
3,450
12,881
13,565
33,271
6,494
12,000
5,537
727,397 $

3,229
21,040
29,400
16,605
4,113
1,070
100
75,557

Included in accounts receivable as at March 31, 2021 is $38,780 (2020 - $nil) in contributions receivable
for eligible program expenses incurred during the current year.
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B.C. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2021
7.

COMMITMENTS

Program Commitments
On May 14, 2019 the Council signed a new agreement with DFATD for total funding of $2,251,249 for the
DFATD program, “Inspiring Action for Global Citizenship”, over the next four years until July 28, 2023.
The Council received $495,800, under this agreement, during the year.
On June 30, 2020, the Kenoli Foundation approved the Council’s application for a grant of up to $70,000
to be received by January 31, 2022 and ending on June 30, 2022. The Council has received $40,000
from Kenoli Foundation during the year.

Lease Commitments
The Council has the following commitments for the lease of its premises until its expiry on March 31,
2023:
Fiscal Years
2022
2023

8.

$
$

35,676
35,676

REMUNERATION PAID TO EMPLOYEES

Remuneration paid to the executive director during the year was approximately $98,000 (2020 –
approximately $103,000).

9.

RISK MANAGEMENT

The Council’s financial instruments are exposed to certain risks, which include credit risk, interest rate risk
and liquidity risk.
Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of an unexpected loss if a customer or third party to a financial instrument fails to
meet its contractual obligations. The Council considers this risk to be limited as cash is held at major
financial institutions while accounts receivables consist primarily of amounts due from reputable funders
and the Federal Government of Canada.
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows from a financial instrument will fluctuate
because of changes to market interest rates. The Council is exposed from time to time to interest rate risk
as a result of bank overdrafts and holding fixed rate cash equivalent investments of varying maturities.
The risk that the Council will realize a loss as a result of a decline in the fair value of these investments is
limited as these investments are highly liquid securities with short-term maturities.
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B.C. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2021
9.

RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Council will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due.
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities are due within the current operating period. The Council
manages liquidity risk through the management of its capital structure (Note 10).

10.

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

The Council defines its capital for capital management purposes as cash and cash equivalents. The
Council’s capital management objective is to maximize its cash flows from funding contracts and its
program income and membership fees in order to maintain sufficient liquidity to fund its ongoing programs
and operations. The Council’s current primary source of capital is DFATD funding (Notes 1, 6 and 7).
The Council monitors and achieves its capital management objectives, which are unchanged from prior
years, through short and long-term liquidity plans, to which it makes changes in the light of changes in
economic conditions.
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